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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During years, we have been researching about what happen
outside the cars in order to improve road safety, forgetting what
happens inside in a car accident.

In summer 2017, Fixeta ran a complete research between drivers
among the most important countries in the world to know how
the drivers behave in terms of luggage and items unsecured
inside the car.

Results are contained in this report we want to be widespread to
concern drivers about the importance of safe behaviors while
driving, packing and puting the luggage in the car.

Some of the insights we have got from this study are not so
positive. First of all, we can say “Drivers are not concerned
about the risks of having loose items inside the car in the event
of an accident”.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Some of the key points the study concludes are:

• More than 84% of the drivers have gone with a piece of
luggage inside the car cabin.

• About 55% of all drivers have driven with the car cabin full of
loose items (luggage, clothes, and other belongings).

• 42.86% of them consider isn’t dangerous. (34% of the total
population).

• If there is extra luggage, 40% of drivers will carry them
unsecured inside the car cabin. Other methods such as using
a roof case, carrying them in the foot wells or hiring a courier
for delivering at destination aren’t commonly used.

We will ask the whole world drivers to have a look inside the car
cabin before starting a journey and think what would happen if
they have to break sharply or a car incident.

Fixeta Team.



ABOUT ROAD TRIPS



HOW MANY TIMES PEOPLE TRAVEL A YEAR
Most of the participants (35.56%)
said they travel 3 to 5 times per year
and more than 56% travel less than 5
times per year.

Drivers from different countries
show different behaviors when
traveling by car. 33% of French
people goes by car 6 to 10 times a
year, 65% of the British who
participated in the research travel
more than 6 times per year. On the
other side, 79% of Americans travel
less than 5 times a year.



About driver’s ages, as drivers get older they travel fewer times. Share of drivers who travel more than 10
times a year goes from 50% on people under 30, to 12.50% of people in the sixties. But, once they get retired
they start traveling again: 50% travel more than 6 times yearly.



TRAVEL DISTANCE

About half of the respondents travel less than
500 km. (311 miles) when traveling by car.

18% of them travel more than 1,500 km. (932
miles)



Country by country we can find
differences, mostly because the
size of the country itself. 30% of
USA drivers take at least 1,000 km
(622 miles) to arrive into their
destination.
On the other side, British people.
21% of the Britons drive less than
200 km. (124 miles). Canadians
also have huge distances to get into
their destination. 77% of them
need more than 500 km. (312
miles) to arrive there. Rest of the
countries show long distances too.
36% drives from 500 to 1,000 km.
(312 to 621 miles)



CAR OCCUPANCY



Drivers of short distances (200 to 500 km. / 125 to 311 miles) are the most willing to
drive with more people in the car: 60.61% of them travel with 3 or more people.



Traveling	with	friends,	our	
drivers	prefer	to	go	alone,	and	
when	going	with	the	family,	
they	(obviously)	prefer	to	be	all	
together.



TRAVEL PURPOSE

Most	of	the	drivers	go	on	a	trip	
to	enjoy	with	the	family	rather	
than	friends.



TRIP SAFETY



LUGGAGE INSIDE THE CAR

Driving with luggage inside the car cabin
without being secured is a huge risk for all
people being in the car.

In the event of an accident at 37 mph (60 kmh),
every item which goes free in the car multiplies
by 56 its weight causing lots of damages to
those in the car. i.e. a carryon of 22 lb. (10 kg)
free in the back seats will impact to the driver’s
body like as being a bull (1,100 lb. – 500 kg).

Another clear example is an innocent pen. They
will become a knife thrown to your back if it’s
not in a compartment.

Watch this short film:
https://youtu.be/4iJULXNQqSM



LUGGAGE INSIDE THE CAR

Traveling	with	luggage	in	the	
cabin,	especially	if	it	goes	
unsecured,	is	so	dangerous	for	
all	the	occupants.



Most of countries have more than 80% of drivers under these
circumstances. Canada is the one with the lowest level of people
traveling with luggage in the car cabin, and its rate is 78%.

No matter if you travel alone or with 5 people in the car, most of the
respondents have answer Yes to the question.

Long or short distances, a frequent traveler or not, or even your
age… most of the drivers we have asked, have answered
something really similar. Safer behavior data comes from people
aged 26 to 30, but just one in three of them said they have never
traveled with luggage inside the car cabin.

Have	you	ever	travelled	with	any	piece	of	
luggage	in	your	car	cabin?





The	longer	the	distance	driven,	the	lower	risks	
drivers	are	about	to	take	when	traveling	by	car.



Almost	all	of	the	population	under	25	years	old	
have	traveled	with	luggage	inside	the	car	cabin.



HOW WE STOW THE LUGGAGE IN THE CAR?

We	showed	this	picture	to	the	participants	before	
asking	the	upcoming	questions.

Picture	credits:	Goodyear	and	RACE.



DOES THE PREVIOUS IMAGE LOOK FAMILIAR TO YOU?

Most	of	drivers	around	the	world	
usually	drive	with	the	car	cabin	
full	of	items	and	luggage,	not	
thinking	about	the	risks	for	their	
safety	implied	on	this.



French	and	Canadian	people	look	more	conscious.
2	on	3	French	citizens	don’t	recognized	themselves	in	a	
picture	like	that.	Just	56%	of	the	Canadians.

Americans	and	Britons	are	those	less	aware	about	the	
risks	of	unsecured	items	inside	the	cabin.
More	than	75%	drivers	of	both	countries	have	seen	
themselves	in	the	picture.



Most	of	trips	going	three	or	four	people	
in	the	car	seems	to	have	this	issue	of	
luggage	in	the	car	cabin.



Long distances mean less acceptance of risks (1 in 3 people
recognizes themselves in the image shown). On the other side
short trips: more than 60% of the respondents have traveled
with the cabin full of items.



Other	points	of	interest	are:

There	is	no	connection	between	this	behavior	
and	age,	all	group	ages	performs	in	the	same	
wrong	way.

People	traveling	with	family	try	to	travel	in	a	
safer	way	(55.93%	said	yes)	rather	than	other	
traveling	with	friends	(67%	said	yes)



YES
65,88% 

NO
34,12% 

DO YOU CONSIDER DRIVING LIKE THAT AS DANGEROUS?

Just	65.88%	of	the	people	said	they	consider	driving	like	that	as	a	danger	for	them	or	their	families.	
The	country	with	lowest	rate	of	disapproval	is	USA	(45.5%	said	traveling	like	that	is	not	dangerous).



People in age of parenthood are more conscious about
danger in traveling with items inside the car cabin, as
shown in the chart above.



42.86%
of those who usually travel with 

the car cabin full of baggage 

don’t think it’s 
dangerous



EXTRA LUGGAGE NOT FITTING IN THE CAR BOOT?



The two safest measures a driver can do with the extra luggage
(leaving extra items at home, and using a roof case) are carried on by
just 37.50% of them. Other ways, such as trying to secure the luggage
with the seat belts or with straps are used by 14.77% of the
respondents, and are still not a good option.

Country by country there are not significant differences except from
UK and USA drivers:
• USA: American drivers usually travel with items unsecured inside

the car like the rest of the world (40% vs. 39.77%). Less people
have a roof case (9.38% vs 13.64%). On the other side, more
Americans leave the extra items at home (28.13% vs. 23.86%)

• UK: One in three Britons travel with luggage inside the car (6
points below the rest of the world average). They have (and
usages) roof top over average (18.18% vs. 13.64%).

EXTRA LUGGAGE NOT FITTING IN THE CAR BOOT?



Traveling with luggage inside the
car goes from 63% of the drivers
who travel less than 3 times per
year to 19% on those who travel
more than 10 times a year.



About	the	age	of	the	driver,	as	we	get	older,	
we	travel	safer:
People	below	40	years	old	travel	with	
unsecured	items	inside	the	car	in	a	larger	
share	than	those	above	that	age.	(59.4%	vs.	
37.22%)

Finally,	as	we	can	imagine,	people	with	small	
cars	(and	also	small	trunks)	travel	more	often	
with	unsecured	luggage	inside	the	car.	53%	of	
them	said	so.

Picture	credits:	Febreze Car.



A SIMPLE SUITCASE,
WITH ISOFIX / LATCH



ABOUT FIXETA

Fixeta is a new concept on suitcases.

Have you ever traveled with your luggage on your backseats,
fearing what would happen if an accident occurs or you have
to break sharply?

Fixeta features two ISOFIX (or LATCH) connectors in its
wheels. This way, Fixeta frees your trunk, carrying your
luggage on your backseats in a more safe and secure way. If
you have a small car (or not even small), a trunk full of
items, or just because you usually travel with a lot of
luggage, Fixeta is the perfect solution for you. ISOFIX
connectors give you the freedom to put your Fixeta on your
backseats (in some models even in passenger’s seat)



This anchoring technology minimizes installation 
mistakes and optimizes the protective effect by means 
of a solid connection between child safety seat and 
vehicle, developed by ISO (International Organization for 
Standardization)

The ISOFIX standard (ISO 13216-1) 
sets technical requirements to 
secure a children seat to car seats 
easy, simple and right placed. 
At Fixeta we have made a side 
development of this standard to 
allow you carrying your luggage 
your backseats, in safe way.
ISOFIX is a universal standard, mandatory in every car 
sold from 2002 in the United States, and 2007 in Europe, 
which specs includes two small anchorages in the base of 
the rest of the seats (sometimes hidden by plastic 
pieces), like the ones shown in the pic.

ABOUT ISOFIX (LATCH)
ISOFIX (or LATCH) has become the 
international standard for all automobile 
and child safety seat manufacturers. 



www.fixeta.com/en
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